She stole from a monster . . . now she must pay the price

A spicy romantasy inspired by Beauty and the Beast, *The Wren in the Holly Library* is the start of an exciting new trilogy from US bestselling author K.A. Linde.

9781035044863 • June £14.99 • Trade Paperback
THE HIDDEN GIRL
Lucinda Riley
A breathtaking new story from the bestselling author of the Seven Sisters series
A captivating tale that sweeps across generations and continents
9781035047987 • September • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

IN FOCUS: LUCINDA RILEY

THE SEVEN SISTERS
Lucinda Riley
A beautiful hardback collector’s edition of the first ever Seven Sisters novel
9781035050338 • August • £25.00 • Hardback

ATLAS: THE STORY OF PA SALT
Lucinda Riley & Harry Whittaker
The final, epic book in the multimillion-copy-selling Seven Sisters series
9781529043549 • July • £9.99 • Paperback
THE ARMOUR OF LIGHT
Ken Follett

Kingsbridge is on edge as revolution is in the air
The fifth novel in the ground-breaking Kingsbridge series

9781447278870 • August • £7.99 • A-format Paperback
9781447278856 • August • £9.99 • B-format Paperback

SWORD CATCHER
Cassandra Clare

A dramatic epic of power, intrigue and magic
The first adult novel from the bestselling author of The Shadowhunter Chronicles

9781529001402 • August • £9.99 • Paperback
NON-FICTION GIANTS

ANGELA MERKEL
UNTITLED MEMOIR

Angela Merkel
The historic political memoirs of the former German chancellor
A landmark global publication event
9781035020751 • £35.00 • Hardback

LISA MARIE PRESLEY
UNTITLED MEMOIR

Lisa Marie Presley & Riley Keough
An intimate look at the life of Lisa Marie, Elvis and the Presley family
Compiled from Lisa's taped conversations and finished by her daughter Riley
9781035051052 • October • £16.99 • Trade Paperback
CRIME AND THRILLER GIANTS

THE DARK WIVES
Ann Cleeves

The eleventh in the acclaimed Vera Stanhope series
A global crime phenomenon across both book and television

9781529077759 • August • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

ONE OF US IS DEAD
Peter James

Roy Grace is back in the brilliant 20th novel from the bestselling Peter James
Grace is about to find out just how dangerous a dead man can be...

9781529090024 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
IN FOCUS: DAVID BALDACCI

TO DIE FOR
David Baldacci
The brand new Travis Devine thriller from international #1 bestselling author David Baldacci
The latest propulsive instalment following The 6:20 Man and The Edge
9781035035342 • November • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE EDGE
David Baldacci
The second thrilling novel featuring Travis Devine, a brutal murder and a big secret
9781529062113 • July • £9.99 • Paperback

A CALAMITY OF SOULS
David Baldacci
A gripping historical courtroom drama from the number one bestseller
9781035035601 • October • £9.99 • Paperback
RUN
Blake Crouch
A standalone novel from the bestselling author of Dark Matter, perfect for Stephen King fans
9781035044665 • October
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

DEATH ON THE LUSITANIA
R. L. Graham
An atmospheric and immersive Agatha Christie-style historical crime novel
9781035021925 • August
£9.99 • Paperback

DISSOLUTION
C. J. Sansom
The first novel in the enthralling Shardlake series, now a major Disney+ show
9781035019113 • October
£9.99 • Paperback

PALACE OF SHADOWS
Ray Celestín
A gothic masterpiece from the prize-winning author of the City Blues Quartet
9781035012282 • May
£10.99 • Paperback
IN FOCUS: DANIELLE STEEL

JOY
Danielle Steel
A sparkling story about the healing power of love, from the billion-copy bestselling author
9781529085716 • August
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE BALL AT VERSAILLES
Danielle Steel
A captivating story about four young women facing the changing times of the 1950’s
9781529085525 • September
£8.99 • Paperback

TRIANGLE
Danielle Steel
A gripping story of complicated love and daring to follow your heart
9781529085631 • October
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

UPSIDE DOWN
Danielle Steel
A mother and daughter both find happiness in the most unexpected places
9781529085563 • October
£8.99 • Paperback
**BEST OF COMMERCIAL FICTION**

**DISHONESTLY YOURS**
Krista and Becca Ritchie
Lifelong con artists try to go clean in this gritty romance from TikTok sensations the Ritchie sisters
9781035024414 • July
£9.99 • Paperback

**THE RESTAURANT OF LOST RECIPES**
Hisashi Kashiwai
More heartwarming tales from Kyoto’s Kamogawa Food Detectives
9781035009633 • October
£9.99 • Paperback

**I’LL LOOK FOR YOU, EVERYWHERE**
Cameron Capello
The sun-kissed debut novel from an Instagram and TikTok star
9781035035908 • August
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

**REWITCHED**
Lucy Jane Wood
A cosy, magical debut from a popular YouTuber with a dash of Gilmore Girls and Charmed
9781035045464 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
JANUARIES
Olivie Blake
A collection of short stories exploring the timelessness of love, heartbreak, and death through a fairy-tale lens
9781035039586 • October
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

MASTERS OF DEATH
Olivie Blake
A tale of vampires, ghosts and death himself from the bestselling author of The Atlas Six
9781035011544 • July
£9.99 • Paperback

BROTHERSONG
TJ Klune
The fourth book in the queer, paranormal romance series, Green Creek
9781035002269 • August
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

SOMEBWHERE BEYOND THE SEA
TJ Klune
The queer, life-affirming sequel to the bestselling The House in the Cerulean Sea
9781035009381 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
IN FOCUS: CARISSA BROADBENT

THE ASHES AND THE STAR-CURSED KING
Carissa Broadbent

The Hunger Games meets vampires in the stunning second Crowns of Nyaxia book

9781035040971 • June
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

SIX SCORCHED ROSES
Carissa Broadbent

A Beauty and the Beast inspired standalone novella set in the Crowns of Nyaxia world

9781035051779 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE SONGBIRD AND THE HEART OF STONE
Carissa Broadbent

The stunning third book in the Crowns of Nyaxia romantasy series

9781035050727 • November
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

THE SERPENT AND THE WINGS OF NIGHT
Carissa Broadbent

The first book in the epic fantasy romance series filled with dark magic and bloodthirsty intrigue

9781035040957 • May
£9.99 • Paperback
INTRODUCING

**BRAMBLE**

Tor Bramble is a boutique romantasy list, which will launch in November with *The Courting of Bristol Keats* by Mary E. Pearson, the story of a young woman plunged into an unexpected world of gods, fairies and monsters.

*The Courting of Bristol Keats*  
Mary E. Pearson  
9781035054022  • November  • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

**NIGHTFIRE**

Tor Nightfire will showcase the entire horror genre, from literary and gothic to ghost stories and commercial fiction, and launches in January 2025 with cult horror author Grady Hendrix’s new novel, *Witchcraft for Wayward Girls*.

*Witchcraft for Wayward Girls*  
Grady Hendrix  
9781035030880 • January • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
SERVICE MODEL
Adrian Tchaikovsky
A delightfully humorous tale of robotic murder, rebellion and belonging from a master storyteller
9781035045679 • June
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

EXODUS: THE ARCHIMEDES ENGINE
Peter F. Hamilton
The first book in a new duology, building the world for an epic new video game franchise
9781529073713 • September
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

THE SPELLSHOP
Sarah Beth Durst
A cottagecore cosy fantasy for fans of Travis Baldree and TJ Klune
9781035042333 • July
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

A SONG TO DROWN RIVERS
Ann Liang
A sweeping adult historical epic with a love story for the ages
9781035050406 • October
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
THE SKY ON FIRE
Jenn Lyons
A fantasy adventure with conniving dragons, political intrigue, and a little bit of heat.
9781035048588 • July
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

BOOKSHOPS & BONEDUST
Travis Baldree
A standalone adventure set twenty years before the bestselling Legends & Lattes.
9781035007370 • September
£9.99 • Paperback

A PIRATE’S LIFE FOR TEA
Rebecca Thorne
The heart-warming sequel to Can’t Spell Treason Without Tea, filled with cozy sapphic adventure.
9781035031108 • October
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

STARLING HOUSE
Alix E. Harrow
The sweeping, gothic fairytale chosen by the Reese Witherspoon Book Club.
9781529061147 • October
£9.99 • Paperback
BEST OF TOR

STARTER VILLAIN
John Scalzi
A turbo-charged tale of a family business with a difference from the Hugo-award winner
9781509835416 • October £9.99 • Paperback

ALIEN CLAY
Adrian Tchaikovsky
A thrilling far-future adventure by the acclaimed Hugo and Arthur C. Clarke Award-winning author
9781035013760 • November £9.99 • Paperback

A POWER UNBOUND
Freya Marske
The steamy, spellbinding conclusion to The Last Binding trilogy
9781529081008 • October £9.99 • Paperback

FALL OF RUIN AND WRATH
Jennifer L. Armentrout
A scorching romantasy with breathtaking magic and a searing enemies-to-lovers romance
9781035027385 • November £9.99 • Paperback
BEFORE WE FORGET KINDNESS

Toshikazu Kawaguchi

The fifth instalment in the million-copy selling series, Before the Coffee Gets Cold

A fresh bunch of customers is ready to go back in time at the very special Tokyo café

9781035046256 • September • £10.99 • Paperback

ANNIHILATION

Michel Houellebecq

The enfant terrible of European letters displays a new level of ambition and compassion in this masterpiece

‘a social phenomenon: a rock star, a freak, a visionary genius’ - TLS

9781035026401 • September • £16.99 • Trade Paperback
PICADOR GIANTS

Alan Hollinghurst
OUR EVENINGS

The Booker Prize-winning author of The Line of Beauty returns with a landmark novel
A story of contemporary England and of the chasm between generations
9781035038534 • October • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

JUICE
Tim Winton

An epic adventure and a story of survival, passion and revenge
At once thrilling and frightening, funny and moving
9781035050819 • October • £16.99 • Trade Paperback
If you could choose just one day to re-live, which one would it be?

The Lantern of Lost Memories is a healing, uplifting Japanese novel about family, love, loss and what life is really about.
PICADOR - ONES TO WATCH

ANYONE’S GHOST
August Thompson
A gorgeous modern love-story about two young men who find their lives caught up in three car crashes
‘An overwhelmingly beautiful love story’ - Jonathan Safran Foer
9781035034093 • July • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

ASK ME AGAIN
Clare Sestanovich
A smart platonic love story about two young people learning who they are and what they stand for
Perfect for fans of Lily King, Coco Mellors and Mary Gaitskill
9781529076011 • July • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
THEY DREAM IN GOLD
Mai Sennaar
An electrifying, Afrobeat love story about a young jazz musician and an aspiring producer
‘A remarkable comment on motherhood, diaspora, and ambition’ - Sarah Jessica Parker
9781035033737 • August • £14.99 • Trade Paperback

ROSARITA
Anita Desai
An exquisite story of art and memory from the three times Booker-shortlisted writer
9781035044436 • July • £12.99 • Hardback

LIARS
Sarah Manguso
A searing and coruscating novel about marriage, and how it makes liars out of us all
9781529062762 • August • £14.99 • Hardback
THE CENTRE
Ayesha Manazir Siddiqi
A darkly comic, boundary-pushing debut following an adrift Pakistani translator in London
9781529097849 • July
£9.99 • Paperback

WELLNESS
Nathan Hill
The New York Times-bestselling story of a marriage, a city and a society over twenty years
9781035008360 • September
£9.99 • Paperback

HOW I WON A NOBEL PRIZE
Julius Taranto
A hilarious comic novel that, with astonishing wit and intelligence, skewers the burning issues of our times
9781035006854 • August
£9.99 • Paperback

OUT THERE SCREAMING
Jordan Peele
An anthology of the best in Black horror writing, curated by the visionary director
9781035040308 • October
£11.99 • Paperback
LOST WONDERS
Tom Lathan
The remarkable stories of ten species which have become extinct in the twenty-first century
A compelling account of what happens when the delicate balance of life is disturbed
9781529047929 • September • £20.00 • Hardback

THE HIDDEN GLOBE
Atossa Abrahamian
A gripping account of the way in which national borders have effectively been redrawn by vested interests
9781529058345 • October • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

MY GOOD BRIGHT WOLF
Sarah Moss
A boundary-breaking memoir about the battleground of the female body
9781035035830 • August • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
HOW LIFE WORKS
Philip Ball

A cutting-edge new vision of biology that will revise our concept of what life itself is

‘An essential primer in our never-ending quest to understand life’ - The Guardian

9781529096002 • September • £10.99 • Paperback

HOLDING THE NOTE
David Remnick

The Pulitzer Prize-winning editor of The New Yorker writes on some of the essential musicians of our time

9781035024018 • October • £12.99 • Paperback

WARHOL AFTER WARHOL
Richard Dorment

A shocking journey into the secretive and closed world of modern art

9781529081510 • November • £10.99 • Paperback
THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE
Ben Ambridge
Learn the science behind why stories can have so much power
Draws on the latest findings in linguistics, neuroscience and psychology
9781035018390 • September • £16.99 • Trade Paperback

THE SISTER
Sung-Yoon Lee
A jaw-dropping insight into a secretive and murderous dynasty
9781529073577 • July
£10.99 • Paperback

BEING HENRY
Henry Winkler
A deeply thoughtful memoir about the lifelong effects of stardom and the struggle to become whole
9781035026678 • October
£10.99 • Paperback
MACMILLAN BUSINESS

**Pattern Breakers**
Mike Maples Jr. & Peter Ziebelman
A seed investor's analysis of what it is that makes start-ups succeed
9781035055081 • July
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

**Meltdown**
Duncan Mavin
The exclusive story of a once-venerable Swiss bank that produced a raft of financial scandals
9781035037476 • October
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

**Supremacy**
Parmy Olson
The astonishing, behind-the-scenes story of the race to perfect artificial intelligence
9781035038237 • September
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

**The Money Trap**
Alok Sama
An inside look at the elite, high-stakes world of tech investment and one of the world's most notorious companies
9781035049349 • September
£16.99 • Trade Paperback
BREAKING TWITTER
Ben Mezrich
Pulls back the curtain on the most complex and bizarre corporate takeover in history
9781035032488 • June
£10.99 • Paperback

GONZO CAPITALISM
Chris Guillebeau
A timely exploration of the unconventional ways to make it big in today’s turbulent economy
9781035020089 • July
£10.99 • Paperback

THE FUND
Rob Copeland
The jaw-dropping inside story of the world’s most successful hedge fund
9781529075601 • August
£10.99 • Paperback

THINK FASTER, TALK SMARTER
Matt Abrahams
The essential guide to finding and delivering the right words when it matters the most
9781035024971 • September
£10.99 • Paperback
**YOU WEREN’T SUPPOSED TO SEE THAT**

Joshua M. Brown

An inside look at how things really work in Wall Street investing from a high-profile blogger

9781804091012 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

**HOW TO LIVE AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE**

Anthony Pompliano

Remarkably simple techniques, hacks and life advice from an entrepreneur and podcaster

9781804091081 • September
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

**UNICORNS, HYPE AND BUBBLES**

Jeffrey Funk

Learn to sort viable new investment opportunities from the next fragile bubble

9781804090886 • October
£15.99 • Trade Paperback

**STOP WAITING, START INVESTING**

Ryan King

A timeless beginner’s guide to help young investors build long term wealth

9781804090787 • November
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
MIND YOUR MANNERS

Sarah Jane Ho

Learn the art and science of successfully interacting with others, in every context and culture

Sara Jane Ho is a modern-day etiquette guru, life coach, and star of her own Netflix series

9781035037193 • April
£14.99 • Trade Paperback

LOVING ME AFTER WE

Ginger Dean

Set yourself free from co-dependency and the legacy of toxic relationships with this honest, uplifting guide

9781035003280 • July
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

HOW TO WINTER

Kari Leibowitz

A mindset-changing book by one of the world’s foremost winter experts

9781035006984 • November
£14.99 • Trade Paperback
THINGS NO ONE TAUGHT US ABOUT LOVE
Vex King
Everything you need to know about building healthy relationships with yourself and others
9781035044412 • April
£10.99 • Paperback

HOW NOT TO AGE
Michael Greger MD
Learn how your diet can slow the ageing process from the bestselling author of How Not to Die
9781529057386 • December
£12.99 • Paperback

TITS UP
Sarah Thornton
A fascinating, wide-ranging and hugely readable biography of the breast
9781035053902 • May
£16.99 • Trade Paperback

THE HAPPY HIGH ACHIEVER
Mary E. Anderson
An insightful and practical book to help readers find balance not burnout
9781035053537 • September
£16.99 • Trade Paperback
CLASSIC HORROR STORIES
Ed. David Stuart Davies
A collection of ingeniously crafted, classic horror stories to fire the imagination and give you chills
9781035014941 • August
£10.99 • Hardback

DRAGONS, WYVERNS AND SERPENTS: MYTHS AND LEGENDS
Ed. Jean Menzies
A riveting collection of dragon-inspired myths and legends from around the world
9781035031627 • October
£10.99 • Hardback

DRACULA
Bram Stoker
One of a series of stunning paperback classics from Macmillan Collector’s Library
9781035034833 • September
£9.99 • A-format Paperback

CLASSIC FANTASY STORIES
Ed. Farah Mendlesohn
An entrancing anthology of fantasy short stories full of magic, adventure and surprise
9781035026432 • July
£10.99 • Hardback
WHEN HARU WAS HERE
Dustin Thao
From the author of the bestselling TikTok sensation You’ve Reached Sam
A magical exploration of loneliness, complicated friendships, and what it means to let go
9781035008971 • September • £8.99 • Paperback

SOME LIKE IT COLD
Elle McNicoll
A big-hearted small-town romance from a bestselling, award-winning author
Perfect for fans of Alice Oseman and Gilmore Girls
9781035027842 • October • £8.99 • Paperback
LEGEND OF THE WHITE SNAKE
Sher Lee
A delicious, accessible YA fantasy inspired by Chinese folklore
9781035055128 • October
£12.99 • Trade Paperback

FOR SHE IS WRATH
Emily Varga
An epic romantasy debut in which a girl is determined to exact her revenge
9781035055289 • November
£12.99 • Trade Paperback

THE PAIRING
Casey McQuiston
A delicious romantic comedy from the bestselling author of Red, White & Royal Blue
A joyous celebration of good sex, good food and good wine
9781035001880 • August • £14.99 • Trade Paperback
ASTRID AND THE SPACE CADETS: RACE FROM PLANET PERIL!
Alex T. Smith
A brilliantly funny, highly-illustrated out-of-this-world adventure, from bestselling author Alex T. Smith
9781035019779 • July
£7.99 • Paperback

THE FOREST OF A THOUSAND EYES
Frances Hardinge
A dark and thrilling, beautifully illustrated tale about a young girl’s fight for survival in a treacherous world
9781529090802 • September
£14.99 • Hardback

INVESTIGATORS: CLASS ACTION
John Patrick Green
The eighth side-splitting full-colour graphic novel, perfect for fans of Dav Pilkey and Jamie Smart
9781035015436 • September
£10.99 • Hardback

ISLAND OF WHISPERS
Frances Hardinge
A compelling, stunningly illustrated gothic fairytale about grief, kindness and fulfilling one’s destiny
9781529088083 • September
£8.99 • Paperback
BEST OF PICTURE BOOKS

PENGUIN AND PUP: THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS
Hazel Gardner
Introducing your new favourite characters – Penguin and Pup – in this laugh-out-loud caper

9781035014743 • October
£7.99 • Paperback

10 DOGS
Emily Gravett
Ten beautiful dogs and ten juicy sausages in one fabulously original counting picture book

9781529028096 • August
£7.99 • Paperback

BIRD BATH
Steve Antony
The second title in a brilliant series for young children, featuring key childhood moments and milestones

9781035028993 • September
£7.99 • Paperback

THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
Julia Donaldson
A special 20th anniversary edition of the modern classic, featuring bonus extra material

9781035037247 • October
£7.99 • Paperback
OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM
Camilla Reid
An amazing counting book with buttons to slide around the page
9781035023356 • May
£7.99 • Board Book

WHO’S HAPPY?
Camilla Reid
A cute seaside book with felt flaps to lift and a surprise mirror ending
9781035023332 • July
£7.99 • Board Book

MONKEY, MONKEY, WHAT A CURLY TAIL YOU HAVE!
Malgorzata Detner
Play along with a monkey as it swings, munches and shouts in this amazing pop-up book
9781035028948 • August
£7.99 • Board Book

MY STAND-UP DINOSAURS
Rod Campbell
A fun and interactive book with five pop-up dinosaurs, from the creator of Dear Zoo
9781035035175 • August
£9.99 • Board Book

OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM
Camilla Reid
An amazing counting book with buttons to slide around the page
9781035023356 • May
£7.99 • Board Book
BEST OF GIFT

THE GRUFFALO AND FRIENDS ADVENT CALENDAR BOOK COLLECTION
Julia Donaldson
Celebrate the festive season with this collection of twenty-four individually-wrapped mini books
9781035032990 • August
£21.99 • Hardback

CAT’S COOKBOOK BOOK AND JIGSAW SET
Julia Donaldson
Includes the favourite lift-the-flap story and an amazing 20-piece jigsaw puzzle all about colours
9781035045815 • August
£14.99 • Boxed Set

THE COMPLETE ALICE
Lewis Carroll
The definitive full-colour edition celebrating over 150 years of Lewis Carroll’s best-loved books
9781529084740 • October
£40.00 • Hardback

THE MACMILLAN COLLECTION OF NORSE MYTHS
The ultimate collection of Norse Myths in a beautiful hardback gift treasury
9781035040650 • October
£35.00 • Hardback
CAN YOU WORK OUT CLUEDUNNIT?

Cluedle is a brand new puzzle book for code-cracking families and skilful young super sleuths, packed with 50 brain-busting puzzles!

LOOK OUT FOR BOOKS 2 AND 3 LATER THIS YEAR!
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